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The SysInfoTools Archive Recovery is a data recovery application that can be used to retrieve the content of corrupted archive
files stored on your computer. It aims to help you quickly repair broken archive files, get the files inside them and save them
locally. Thanks to its wizard-based interface, completing a recovery task is just a matter of pressing a few 'Next' buttons. The

application's compatibility range includes some of the most common compressed file formats, namely ZIP, RAR, TAR,
TAR.Gz and 7z. Once you selected the type of file you want SysInfoTools Archive Recovery to process, you can proceed to the
next step, where you are required to browse for the input files. The application supports batch operations, which means that it

can process more than one file simultaneously. On the downside, it can only repair a single type of file at a time, while it would
have been much more comfortable to place all the corrupted archives in a folder and select that specific directory for

processing, without worrying about the archive formats. The batch mode does not allow a preview of the archive contents, but
this is possible when you only select a single input file. SysInfoTools Archive Recovery displays all the files in an organized
table, along with their compressed and uncompressed size, enabling you to take a peak inside the archive before saving its
content to your computer. SysInfoTools Archive Recovery is intuitive enough to have beginners use it without problems. It
offers a decent compatibility range, providing a convenient solution for repairing corrupt or invalid archives. View details
System Requirements Supported operating systems: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7/ 8/ 8.1 Supported CPU: Pentium 4, P4D,

P4W, Core 2 Duo, Core 2 Duo (up to 2.26 GHz) Supported Memory: 1.5 - 8 GB Description SysInfoTools Archive Recovery is
a data recovery application that can be used to retrieve the content of corrupted archive files stored on your computer. It aims to

help you quickly repair broken archive files, get the files inside them and save them locally. Thanks to its wizard-based
interface, completing a recovery task is just a matter of pressing a few 'Next' buttons. The application's compatibility range

includes some of the most common compressed file formats, namely ZIP, RAR, TAR, TAR.Gz and 7z. Once you
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A macro-recording tool for Windows to help recording and scripting mouse, keyboard and hotkey combination in and out.
KeyMacro is designed to assist you in scripting Windows hotkeys, mouse and keyboard functions. KeyMacro records your

Windows hotkey combination and mouse actions. It can record all the mouse actions and Windows hotkey combinations, so you
can review and run the macro later. Furthermore, KeyMacro can help you combine the hotkey and mouse commands into a

single macro easily and quickly. The program's tooltips provide you all the information you need. It has various other features,
including dynamic macro. With it, you can find hotkeys for the most common Windows applications. KeyMacro has the

following functions. Record the entire Windows desktop or selected area. This can help you review and practice your macro.
You can also set the recording speed by simply using the recording button. You can also create your own hotkey or mouse

macros. You can define the hotkey and mouse combination for the particular application, and KeyMacro will record it for you.
When you record mouse actions, KeyMacro records both left and right mouse clicks separately. There is a macro library

containing various hotkey and mouse combination, which you can use to practice. You can set KeyMacro's hotkeys and mouse
macros at any time. The program's interface has two windows. One is for inputting hotkey or mouse command, and the other is
for recording macros. KeyMacro is very easy to operate. KeyMacro has the following features. Windows hotkey recording tool.

You can record and run any hotkey or mouse macro. You can save recorded hotkey and mouse macros in its own library.
Dynamic hotkey library. With this feature, you can use keyboard shortcuts to switch between the open windows. Hotkey

recording tool. You can record the mouse actions you have performed in the desktop, including right mouse click, drag and
drop, scroll, highlight and so on. Mouse actions can be recorded when the mouse cursor is in a specified area, such as scroll,

select and so on. You can view the whole or selected area of the mouse cursor. Mouse actions can be recorded with left and right
mouse clicks separately. You can record the actions you perform on the desktop, such as dragging, dropping and so on. You can

record a mouse action in a specified area, such as scroll, select and 77a5ca646e
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Keymacro is a personal assistant for Mac OS X (Intel and PPC) users. Keymacro knows thousands of Mac-specific keyboard
shortcuts and predefined commands for performing everyday tasks. Keymacro offers quick access to common Mac features
including Finder, TextEdit, Safari, Dictionary, Calculator, Calendar and more. Once you train Keymacro, it will be able to
perform any task using predefined commands. Keymacro's Search feature helps you quickly find any words, phrases, URLs,
filenames, dates or tags inside documents, e-mails and web pages. Keymacro has an easy-to-use content viewer that lets you
open any file and check its content in a convenient way. Keymacro includes a library of over 300 commands, which means it
can be expanded with new functions and commands on demand. Keymacro is compatible with both Mac OS X Tiger and
Leopard. COMMAND CENTRAL COMMANDS COMMAND CENTRAL COMMANDS * Keyboard Shortcuts: Cmd + Tab:
Go to the Tab Bar Cmd + Space: Pop-up menu. With sub-menus Cmd + Up/Down Arrow: Pop-up menu Cmd + Right/Left
Arrow: Scroll to the right/left * Commands: Cmd + U: Open/Close the current window Cmd + I: Open the current document
Cmd + C: Cut current document Cmd + V: Paste the currently highlighted text Cmd + X: Open the current menu Cmd + T:
Open a new tab Cmd + W: Close window Cmd + E: Open or close a new e-mail Cmd + H: Open or close a new message Cmd +
S: Save the current document Cmd + Y: Copy current document Cmd + Z: Cut current document Cmd + Tab: Go to the
next/previous tab Cmd + O: Open a new window with the current document Cmd + Space: Pop-up menu with all the selected
documents Cmd + A: Open a new window with the selected file Cmd + Alt + W: Close the current window Cmd + Alt + S:
Save the current document Cmd + Q: Quit * Mac OS X specific commands: Cmd + F: Open the Home folder Cmd + Tab: Open
the Finder Cmd + Cmd: Change the current window's size and position Cmd + R: Get the current location and open it in the
default

What's New In?

SysInfoTools MD5 Recovery is a data recovery tool that can be used to retrieve the content of corrupted files stored on your
computer. It allows you to recover corrupted files regardless of the data loss scenarios, such as damage to the partition,
application failure or physical damages, and a damaged system. The program implements two methods of data recovery: the
first is the recovery of the damaged files from any of your current or earlier versions of your disk volumes; the second is the
recovery of the damaged files from damaged disk volumes. Thanks to its wizard-based interface, completing a recovery task is
just a matter of pressing a few 'Next' buttons. The application's compatibility range includes some of the most common
compressed file formats, namely ZIP, RAR, TAR, TAR.Gz and 7z. Once you selected the type of file you want SysInfoTools
MD5 Recovery to process, you can proceed to the next step, where you are required to browse for the input files. The
application supports batch operations, which means that it can process more than one file simultaneously. On the downside, it
can only repair a single type of file at a time, while it would have been much more comfortable to place all the corrupted
archives in a folder and select that specific directory for processing, without worrying about the archive formats. The batch
mode does not allow a preview of the archive contents, but this is possible when you only select a single input file. SysInfoTools
MD5 Recovery displays all the files in an organized table, along with their compressed and uncompressed size, enabling you to
take a peak inside the archive before saving its content to your computer. SysInfoTools MD5 Recovery is intuitive enough to
have beginners use it without problems. It offers a decent compatibility range, providing a convenient solution for repairing
corrupt or invalid archives. SysInfoTools MD5 Recovery Description: SysInfoTools Quick Repair is a data recovery tool that
can be used to retrieve the content of corrupted files stored on your computer. It allows you to recover corrupted files regardless
of the data loss scenarios, such as damage to the partition, application failure or physical damages, and a damaged system. The
program implements two methods of data recovery: the first is the recovery of the damaged files from any of your current or
earlier versions of your disk volumes; the second is the recovery of the damaged files from damaged disk volumes. Thanks to its
wizard-based interface, completing a recovery task is just a matter of pressing a few 'Next' buttons. The application's
compatibility range includes some of the most common compressed file formats, namely ZIP, RAR, TAR, TAR.Gz and 7z.
Once you selected the type of file you want SysInfoTools Quick Repair to process, you can proceed to the next
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System Requirements For SysInfoTools Archive Recovery:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 64-bit or Windows 8 64-bit with either Intel Core i3, i5 or i7 processor Memory: 4GB
RAM (64-bit OS) or 4GB RAM (32-bit OS) Graphics: Intel GMA 3600 or ATI HD 5750 DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection Storage: 20GB free hard disk space Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Game: Mouse
and keyboard are not
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